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What is Code 
for Africa?

Code for Africa (CfA) is a 
federation of indigenous 
civic tech + open data labs 
in 10 countries, in Ghana, 
Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, 
Sierra Leone, Senegal, 
South Africa, Tanzania, 
Uganda and Zimbabwe, 
operating alongside our 
WanaData community of 
data science women and a 
sister network of 
independent investigative 
newsrooms in 22 
countries.



Face 
Reality

We’re realistic about the scope of the 
problem: this is the Nigerian 
Information Ministry’s archive for 
Government Gazettes. Our work is 
digitising this kind of deadwood to give 
citizens actionable information.



What is 
openAFRICA?

openAFRICA aims to be 
the largest independent 
repository of open data 
on the African continent.

It is not a government 
portal. Instead, it’s a 
grassroots initiative, 
maintained by Code for 
Africa, as a public service. 
The platform is available 
as a free resource for 
ordinary citizens, civil 
society organisations, 
civic activists, the media, 
and government 
agencies.

https://openafrica.net/ 

https://openafrica.net/


Upload your 
datasets

You can upload your data to 
openAFRICA either to store 
it, or to make it available to 
a wider public.

You can also search for 
data that other users have 
already  uploaded on the 
site and download it for 
re-use in your own 
projects. 

https://openafrica.net/dataset

https://openafrica.net/dataset


Data
Requests

‘Data Requests’ allow users 
to ask for data that is not 
published in the platform 
yet. If you want some 
specific data and you are 
not able to find it among all 
the published datasets, you 
can create a new data 
request specifying the data 
than you want to get.

https://openafrica.net/datarequest 

https://openafrica.net/datarequest


Is it 
Actionable?
Data is not always the 
solution to every problem. 
And, even when data can 
help, government data 
often isn’t granular or 
recent enough to be 
meaningful.

It is therefore important 
to check whether your 
data ‘speaks’ to the 
particular problem in a 
way that offers new 
insights or gives users 
actionable information.



Leveraging 
existing 
communities

Getting different media 
houses to use data 
necessitates the need 
for them to find 
somewhere to store it all 
in one place.

The same applies to 
researchers,  NGOs, 
CSOs and scientists.

Researchers

Journalists

Scientists

CSOs

NGOs



Liberating
Data

Much of the data on openAFRICA has 
been liberated by pioneering 
organisations, volunteers or 
activists, and is an eclectic collection 
that is far from comprehensive.

https://openafrica.net/organization 

https://openafrica.net/organization


Data Journalism
Getting journalists excited about open data



Air Quality 
Data

Our labs currently 
support sensors that 
focus on air pollution 
which can track when it 
exceeds safe limits. This 
provides citizens with 
real-time alerts while 
also producing 
analytical data.



Air Quality 
Stories

Out of that journalists 
have written 
data-driven stories 
highlighting the air 
pollution problem in our 
cities.

https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2018/06/07/fumes-pupils-inhale-akin-to-smoking-two-cigarettes-in-a-day_c1768330
https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2018/11/07/mukuru-fumes-put-60-asthma-patients-a-month-in-hospital_c1843071
https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2018/11/07/we-emit-no-smoke-and-have-nema-approval-factory-director_c1846413


Journalists 
recognized 
for their 
work

Tobore Ovuorie’s story 
on Human Trafficking in 
Nigeria got the attention 
of the International 
Organization for 
Migration (IOM). It also 
earned her an award 
from the First Lady of 
Nigeria.

http://thenationonlineng.net/rejected-stigmatized-trafficking-survivors-shun-libyan-horrible-experiences-ready-to-travel-again/
http://thenationonlineng.net/rejected-stigmatized-trafficking-survivors-shun-libyan-horrible-experiences-ready-to-travel-again/


WanaData
This is a network of female journalists 
working on changing the digital media 
landscape by producing and promoting 
data-driven news and applying digital 
technologies in their storytelling.

https://medium.com/wanadata-africa 

https://medium.com/wanadata-africa


Hacks/Hackers
We are custodians of the 35,000+ 
hacktivists and data activists in the 
Hacks/Hackers Africa community, plus 
the 10,000+ investigative watchdogs in 
the ANCIR community.

https://www.facebook.com/HacksHackersAfrica/ 

https://www.facebook.com/HacksHackersAfrica/


Ripple effects
What open data can do for you



Gender
Data

CfAfrica and WanaData created an 
interactive tool that enables 
African women to estimate the 
gender pay gap in their country: 
gendergap.africa

http://www.gendergap.africa


Development
Data

Takwimu provides African 
development champions and 
storytellers with the best analysis 
and data available, supporting their 
work to advocate for change in their 
communities.

https://takwimu.africa/ 

https://takwimu.africa/


Academy
Digital Skills targeting 30+ newsrooms 
in 12 countries. The platform focuses on 
digital storytelling, with a combination 
of online webinars and face-to-face 
training.

https://academy.africa/https://courses.academy.africa

https://academy.africa/
https://courses.academy.africa




Remember this?
This is a paper-based government 
archive for land deeds in Kenya. 
Getting different communities to help 
digitise it is the only way to go.



Twitter: @Code4Africa
@AfricaOpenData

Web: openafrica.net

Slack: bit.ly/C4Aslack

This presentation:  
bit.ly/hackingopendatainafrica

Our #CivicTech Community: bit.ly/HHAfrica 

http://openafrica.net
http://bit.ly/C4Aslack
http://bit.ly/hackingopendatainafrica
http://bit.ly/HHAfrica

